1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to give a simple construction of the general transformation of Cech [l, p. 192 ].
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Let the differential equations of a surface S be written in the Fubini canonical form [2, p. 123] x vv = yx u + 6 v x v + qx, 6 = log (07).
Let the differential equation defining a conjugate net N on 5 be written in the form (2) dv 2 -\*du* « 0.
The ray and the associate ray intersect in the canonical point [3, p. 7] of N. The line joining the point x to the canonical point intersects the reciprocal of the Green-Fubini projective normal in a point whose coordinates are
We shall call this point the conjugal point of N at x.
Conjugal quadrics.
Let the coordinates I of a point X be written in the form
Then with properly selected unit point, (xi, X2, Xz, x*) are the coordinates of X referred to the tetrahedron (#, x Ui x v , x uv )* The equation of the three-parameter family of quadrics each of which has second order contact [2, p. 142 ] with 5 at x is
The equation of any plane through the conjugal point (3) is
We shall speak of this plane as the conjugal plane of N at x. If we impose the condition that the polar plane of the covariant point (0, 0, 0, 1) with respect to the quadric (4) be the conjugal plane We shall call the quadric so determined a conjugal quadric of 5 at x with respect to the conjugate net N. There is a two-parameter family of such quadrics associated with a given conjugate net. It follows from (6) that a given conjugal quadric may also serve as the conjugal quadric of the associate conjugate net of N only if it is a quadric of Darboux. Such a quadric serves as the conjugal quadric of any conjugate net. Davis has defined [3, p. 12 ] a pencil of quadrics by demanding that the tangents to the curves of intersection of a quadric of the family (4) with S be apolar to the tangents to the curves of a conjugate net. (2) is the conjugal quadric (6) with k~l. The quadric of Davis for the associate conjugate net of N is the conjugal quadric (6) with k = -1. We may call this quadric the conjugate quadric of Davis.
The quadric of Davis f or the conjugate net defined by
If one demands that a quadric of the family (4) have third order contact with each of the curves of N f the quadric must be a conjugal quadric with k = -1/3. The quadric with k = 1/3 plays the same role with the associate conjugate net.
It will be recalled [2, pp. 185, 187 ] that the lines joining the points whose general coordinates are The lines joining x to the point whose coordinates are Xuv ™~" a Xu -b'x v with a', V defined by
are respectively the axis, associate axis, cusp-axis, polar reciprocals of the principal join and associate principal join with respect to any quadric of Darboux according as n = l f -1, 0, 5/3, -5/3. Imposing the condition that the lines determined by (7) be the polar lines of those defined by (8) with respect to the quadric (4) we find that quadric must be a conjugal quadric with The polar plane of p with respect to a conjugal quadric (6) has local coordinates given by the formulas
.
If the local coordinates of p be written in the form (peu # 2 , #3» 0), equations (10) assume the form 
